Stamped Designs Memory Box Christmas Class

Peace with Snowflakes Card
Distress Inks used: Peeled Paint, Brushed Corduroy, Barn Door
Copic markers used: G40/43, R17/46
1. The background has been done for you – and was completed by applying the 3 Distress
ink colors with a foam dauber. Then apply the dots with Brushed Corduroy and a
random dot stamp.
2. Color the holly and berry section of the frame with the Copics listed or the coloring
medium of your choice. Apply a small amount of Nuvo green glimmer spray to the
leaves. You can also use other products that supply a little sparkle. Apply wet glue to
the back of the frame and attach the background to the frame.
3. Position the snowflakes as shown, attach with wet glue and trim any that are over the
edge of the card. Attach the holly piece with the 4 large foam dots. Apply a small
amount of red Stickles glitter glue to the berries.
4. Attach the cream peace word to the black shadow piece with wet glue, then attach to
card as shown with piece of the mini foam dots as shown.
Glad Tidings Card
1. To assemble the nativity scene piece, take a couple pieces of regular tape and attach
with the sticky side UP on the back side of the light green nativity piece. Set on a flat
surface and line up the blue background piece into the light green piece (like a puzzle
piece) and secure. Apply wet glue to the back of the white swirly drop piece and attach
over the top of the nativity piece.
2. Layer the white piece to the silver mirror piece and then attach to the front of the card.
Attach the nativity piece on the front as shown.

Stamped Designs Memory Box Christmas Class
Peace Card with Hanging Holly
Ranger Archival inks used: Tree Branch, Potting Soil
Copic markers used: G40/43, R17/46
1. The dots on the mica cardstock were made with a random dot stamp and the 2 Archival
inks listed. Attach this piece to the red piece and then to the front of the card.
2. Color the small holly piece with the Copic pens listed of the coloring medium of your
choice. Apply a small amount of Nuvo green glimmer spray to the leaves. You can also
use other products that supply a little sparkle. Apply a small amount of red Stickles
glitter glue to the berries. Set aside and allow to completely dry.
3. Position the gold mirror holly piece to the front of the card. Apply a small amount of
wet glue only to the top area and attach to the card. Position the colored holly piece so
it lines up with the top of the gold piece as shown. Attach with wet glue – applying only
at the top.
4. Attach the red peace words with wet glue.

